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ABSTRACT 
A Morphological Analysis of Metal Transfer on Retrieved Ceramic and Cobalt Chrome 
Femoral Heads. 
Eliza Kathleen Fredette 
Steven Kurtz. Supervisor, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
 
Total hip arthroplasty is one of the most common procedures to treat end-stage 
osteoarthritis, with many variations on the components used. Although cobalt chromium-
on-polyethylene is the gold standard, other materials combinations have recently gained 
popularity such as ceramic-on-polyethylene and ceramic-on-ceramic bearing couples due 
to their increased hardness and reduced wear. Metal transfer has been observed on the 
bearing surface of retrieved femoral heads in total hip replacements; described as dark 
metallic smears of titanium or cobalt chromium alloy. In vitro wear testing has shown 
increased wear of the polyethylene acetabular liner with the presence of metal transfer on 
femoral heads. Little is known though about the effects bearing surface materials may 
have on the morphology of metal transfer. This retrieval study sought to investigate the 
extent of metal transfer surface damage on the typical bearing surface of Cobalt Chrome 
(CoCr) and ceramic femoral heads, and to identify prevalent patterns and morphologies 
for later recreation. Femoral heads from three types of bearing couples (CoCr-on-
polyethylene (n = 50), ceramic-on-polyethylene (n = 35), and ceramic-on-ceramic 
(n=15)) were assessed for the presence and extent of metal transfer. Visual evidence of 
metal transfer was observed on 75% (n = 75/100) of the femoral heads with a median 
metal transfer surface area coverage of 1.22% across all cohorts (n = 89/100). Metal 
transfer was found to cover more surface area for ceramic-on-ceramic bearing couples 
than CoCr-on-polyethylene bearing couples (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.027), suggesting 
xii 
 
 
the influence of material factors. The most prevalent metal transfer morphologies 
observed were random stripes (n = 21/75), longitudinal stripes (n = 17/75), and random 
patches (n = 13/75). CoCr-on-polyethylene femoral heads showed significantly taller 
metal transfer than ceramic-on ceramic femoral heads for the longitudinal stripe pattern, 
suggesting that material factors could be linked to metal transfer severity (Kruskal Wallis 
Test: p = 0.025). Understanding the morphology of metal transfer may be useful for more 
accurate polyethylene wear studies through more realistic re-creation of metal transfer in 
in vitro pin-on-disk and joint simulators studies. This would allow for metal transfer and 
its correlation to polyethylene wear to be more accurately studied under normal and 
adverse activities, and for predictive wear studies of metal transfer producing failure 
mechanisms to be performed on various bearing couple combinations.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Total Hip Arthroplasty: Articulating Materials Overview 
Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is the process of replacing a failed natural hip joint 
with an artificial prosthesis; often with metal, plastic, or ceramic components.  THA is 
one of the most common procedures performed to treat end-stage osteoarthritis, the 
process brought to the United States in 1969 [1, 2]. A typical THA prosthesis consists of 
four parts. Two, the femoral stem inserted into the femur and the acetabular shell 
compacted into the acetabulum, are designed for implant fixation. The other two, the 
acetabular liner within the acetabular shell and the femoral head compacted onto the end 
of the femoral stem, serve as the articulating portions of the hip joint.  
The femoral head and liner must withstand years of repeated use, at up to three 
times the patient’s weight during the normal gait cycle and up to 12 times the patient’s 
weight during strenuous activity [1]. These components therefore show a large variety of 
material compositions and designs, arising from ever improving materials and in the 
effort to address specific clinical challenges presented by the hip joint. The current gold 
standard for femoral head material is a cobalt chromium (CoCr) alloy. Titanium (Ti) 
alloys are also common, but will not be discussed here. Ceramics have risen in popularity 
since their creation in the 1970s due to their superior hardness, wettability, and bioinert 
properties, despite the increased risk of fractures [1-3]. Ceramic femoral head materials 
are traditionally composed of Alumina or Zirconia (only Alumina femoral heads will be 
discussed here). Additional Zirconia-toughened-Alumina (ZTA) hybrids have thus been 
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created since with superior strength and toughness to conventional ceramics [3, 4]. On 
the alternative side, acetabular liners have been continuously improved to mitigate wear 
and the resulting osteolysis of the joint while in use [1]. Ultra-high-molecular-weight-
polyethylene (UHMWPE) has been considered the long-time gold standard of acetabular 
liners, but may soon be replaced by Highly-Crosslinked-Polyethylene (HXLPE) due to 
the improved wear properties and increased longevity [5]. An alternative to plastic liners 
is an Alumina ceramic liner used in a ceramic-on-ceramic articulating bearing couple. 
Alumina femoral heads paired with Alumina acetabular liners have shown greatly 
reduced wear rates up to 4000x less than traditional CoCr on HXLPE bearing couples, 
with small wear particle sizes [3]. Although acetabular components will not be analyzed 
here, their impact on a prostheses longevity is worth noting.  
 
1.2 Metal Transfer on THA Bearing Surfaces 
When an implant fails, most or all components must be replaced in a revision 
surgery [1]. The failed components are retrieved from the body, and can be studied to 
identify the possible damage mechanisms leading to failure. Retrieval studies are useful 
to understand damage mechanisms producing wear in vivo, and are a vital tool to 
improve material and design shortcomings of an implant [6]. 
 Metal transfer has been observed on the femoral head components of revised 
total hip replacements for decades, appearing dark and metallic in color [7, 8]. The 
mechanisms of metal transfer to the bearing surface are thought to include femoral head 
dislocation, closed reduction procedures, impingement, or third body entrapment in the 
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articulating zone [2, 9, 10]. Long longitudinal stripes have been observed when the 
femoral head and metal shell come into contact, referred to in past reports as 
“longitudinal scraping” on the bearing surface with both metal transfer and femoral head 
material loss [9, 11]. Additionally, debris entrapped in the counterface has been linked to 
patterned markings on the bearing surface [10, 12]. The typical bearing surface in this 
work is defined as the portion of the femoral head that would articulate with the 
acetabular liner in a normal gait pattern, synonymous with the upper hemisphere of the 
femoral head [6, 11]. Metal transfer markings may consist of Ti or CoCr alloy, and have 
been shown to increase the surface roughness of both ceramic and CoCr femoral heads 
[7, 13]. Metal transfer is a concern because some studies have correlated this increased 
surface roughness of the femoral head to an increased wear rate of the (conventional, i.e., 
not highly crosslinked) polyethylene counterface [13, 14]. 
 
1.3 Specific Aims 
Metal transfer evaluation has yet to be performed on ceramic femoral heads, a 
large cohort of retrieved implants, or to quantify and describe common metal transfer 
morphologies. Thus, three specific aims were devised to characterize metal transfer 
observed on the typical bearing surface:  
SPECIFIC AIM 1: Determine incidence and extent of metal transfer on the typical 
bearing surface between cobalt chrome and ceramic femoral heads. 
SPECIFIC AIM 2: Quantify metal transfer extent on the typical bearing surface. 
SPECIFIC AIM 3: Characterize and compare metal transfer morphologies. 
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2. COHORT SELECTION 
 
2.1 Matched Cohort Design 
From 2001 to 2014, over 3,000 total hip replacement systems were collected at 
revision surgery as part of a multi-institutional, Institutional Review Board-approved 
orthopedic implant retrieval program, including six medical centers and three biomedical 
engineering laboratories. A matched cohort of 50 CoCr and 50 ceramic (Biolox®, n = 5; 
Biolox® Forte, n = 15; Biolox® Delta, n = 30) femoral heads was utilized; established 
from a previous study [15]. The original cohort was designed to analyze taper fretting 
corrosion through femoral head-stem pairs; matched for implantation time, stem neck 
flexural rigidity of the implant stem, and lateral offset (in order of importance). Although 
these have been determined as confounded factors for fretting taper corrosion, their effect 
on the presence of metal transfer is unknown.  This ensures a random sampling of 
femoral heads when examining the bearing surface. To the author’s knowledge, this is the 
largest sample size to date to be examined for metal transfer on the bearing surface, the 
next largest sample size being 27 explanted ZTA femoral heads studied by Elpers et al. 
[6]. 
The CoCr femoral heads articulated against conventional polyethylene (n = 11) 
and on HXLPE (n = 39). The ceramic femoral heads were a mix of alumina on alumina 
(n = 15), alumina on conventional polyethylene (n = 12), alumina on highly crosslinked 
polyethylene (HXLPE) (n = 8), zirconia-toughened-alumina (ZTA) on conventional 
polyethylene (n = 3), and zirconia-toughened-alumina (ZTA) on HXLPE (n = 12). The 
femoral heads were grouped into three cohorts overall: CoCr-on-polyethylene (M-PE), 
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ceramic-on-polyethylene (C-PE), and ceramic-on-ceramic (C-C).  The HXLPE and 
conventional polyethylene were combined into one group to form the M-PE cohort (n = 
50) and the C-PE cohort (n = 35). Ceramic femoral heads articulating against a ceramic 
acetabular cup were kept separate in their own cohort (n = 15), due to the different 
material properties of ceramic and polyethylene. 
All components were cleaned using the same institutional procedure. Specifically, 
the CoCr and ceramic femoral heads were individually soaked in 10:1 water:Discide 
solution (Alimed; Dedham, Massachusetts, USA) for twenty minutes. The components 
were scrubbed with a soft nylon brush to remove loose debris, and soaked again in 10:1 
water:Discide solution for twenty minutes. The femoral heads were then placed in an 
ultrasonicating bath for two, twenty minute sessions to remove loose debris. Following 
cleaning, the femoral heads were air- dried and stored in air until inspection was 
performed.  
 
2.2 Clinical Information 
The M-PE components were implanted for a median of 1.9 years (Interquartile 
Range [IQR]:  2.7 years), the C-PE components for 2.1 years (IQR: 4.4 years), and the C-
C components for 1.7 years (IQR: 1.4 years; Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.77). Although not 
specifically matched for, femoral head size was similar among the three cohorts with a 
median size of 32mm (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test: p = 0.47). Components in all cohorts 
were revised primarily for loosening and infection. Only one implant from the C-PE 
(ZTA on HXLE) cohort was revised for instability. Gender, body mass index (BMI), 
University of California Los Angeles activity score (UCLA), and implantation time were 
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similar among all cohorts (Kruskal Wallis Test: p > 0.05; Table 1). The C-PE and C-C 
cohorts were slightly younger than the M-PE cohort (mean difference = 3 and 10 years, 
respectively; Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.02; Table 2.1).  
 
 
Table 2.1. Patient demographics were similar between the three cohorts with the exception of 
patient age. All data is reported as median, IQR; with the exception of gender (reported as percent 
female). Patient demographics were tested for significance across cohorts using the Kruskal 
Wallis analysis of variance with post-hoc Dunn’s test, except for age using Wilcoxon’s Signed 
Rank Test and gender using Pearson’s Chi Squared Test of Homogeneity.  
 
M-PE C-PE C-C p - value 
Age (years) 57 (16.0) 53 (15.3) 49 (11.4) 0.02 
Gender (%Female) 50% 37% 27% 0.21 
Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 29.1 (11.7) 28.2 (11.9) 30.7 (7.3) 0.54 
Weight (kg) 185 (71.5) 189 (75.0) 200 (82.8) 0.37 
Median Head Size (mm) 32 (8.0) 32 (4.0) 32 (0.0) 0.47 
Max UCLA Activity Score 6 (4) 6 (3) 6 (3) 0.64 
Implantation Time (years) 1.9 (2.7) 2.1 (4.4) 1.7 (1.4) 0.77 
 
 
 
Although metal transfer has been observed in unstable implants that have 
undergone dislocations and closed reductions, only one implant in this study was revised 
for instability. According to a community registry study performed in the past year on 
6,801 revision cases over twenty years, instability/dislocation was the cause of failure for 
1.7% of total hip replacements [16]. The cohorts in this work likely underrepresent 
components revised for instability, making it likely that this study underestimated the 
amount of metal transfer across our retrieval collection of revised hips.  
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2.3 Statistical Analysis 
Nonparametric statistical analysis was performed using commercially available 
software (SPSS Statistics 22; Chicago, Illinois) due to the non-normal nature of the data. 
To determine differences between bearing couples, either the Kruskal Wallis analysis of 
variance with post-hoc Dunn’s test, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, or Pearson’s Chi 
Squared Test of Homogeneity was used, where appropriate. For correlations between 
ordinal and continuous variables, the Spearman’s Rank Correlation test was used. Alpha 
was set to 0.05 for all tests.   
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3. SPECIFIC AIM 1: Incident and Extent of Observed Metal Transfer 
 
3.1 Semi-quantitative Scoring Method 
 Semi-quantitative visual scoring has been used for many years in retrieval 
research to systematically observe large cohorts of implants [6, 7, 15, 17, 18]. This 
method allows the observer to categorize samples into manageable groups, while 
identifying specific samples for further analysis. This method has been used on femoral 
head tapers for both CoCr and ceramic implants, utilizing three-point scoring systems 
[15, 17]. Methods have been developed for use with metal transfer observation on the 
bearing surface, although category definitions vary widely across scores and femoral 
head materials [6, 7, 18]. The extent of observed metal transfer on the typical bearing 
surface was first evaluated across cohorts though semi-quantitative visual scoring. 
 
3.2 Scoring the Femoral Head Cohort 
The extent of metal transfer on the femoral heads was scored using diffused 
lighting technique established by Heiner et al, and a 3-point semi-quantitative scale 
adapted from Kim et al. [7, 19]. Resting on the taper surface, the typical bearing surface 
of the femoral heads were viewed while shrouded in an opaque tube to diffuse room 
lighting and any possible reflections [6, 11, 19]. Three independent observers (EKF, JSJ, 
JTS) scored each femoral head, discussing dissimilar visual scores until a consensus was 
reached. Optical microscopy was used to aid discussion when needed (United Scope LLC 
dba AmScope; Irvine, California, USA). A score of 1 was given when minimal metal 
transfer was observed, covering up to 1% of the observed surface (Figure 3.1, A). A score 
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of 2 was given when moderate metal transfer was observed, covering between 1% and 6 
% of the surface. Moderate transfer appeared as isolated marks, a few marks in 
concentrated areas, markings very light in color, or a combination of the three (Figure 
3.1, B). A score of 3 was given for severe metal transfer, covering greater than 6% of the 
surface. Severe transfer appeared as a longitudinal, concentrated metal transfer stripe; or 
metal transfer of any type over the majority of the upper hemisphere (Figure 3.1, C) [7].  
 
 
  
Figure 3.1. Representative femoral heads depicting the three visual scores: A. Metal transfer is 
absent from the typical bearing surface. B. Minimal metal transfer on the surface, with marks in 
concentrated areas. C. Severe metal transfer on the typical bearing surface, featuring longitudinal 
markings. 
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3.3 Results 
Metal transfer was a common observation for all bearing couples, however, it 
occurred in different proportions among the three cohorts (Pearson’s Test: p < 0.001). 
Evidence of metal transfer (transfer score ≥ 2, > 1% surface coverage) was seen on the 
upper hemisphere for 75 of 100 femoral heads observed; with 64% (n = 32/50) in the M-
PE cohort, 83% (n = 29/35) in the C-PE cohort, and 93% (n = 14/15) in the C-C cohort 
(Figure 3.2). Within these 75 femoral heads, severe metal transfer (score = 3) was 
observed on 20% (n = 10/50) of the M-PE cohort, 23% (n = 8/35) of the C-PE cohort, 
and 80% (n = 12/15) of the C-C cohort; across 30% of the full cohort. During the scoring 
process observers initially agreed upon the majority of femoral heads (n = 77/100), with 
23 requiring discussion. 
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Figure 3.2. Count of femoral heads in each bearing couple cohort (M-PE, C-PE, C-C) belonging 
to each visual score classification (1, 2, 3). Scores occurred in different proportions across 
cohorts, with notable metal transfer occurring on 75 of 100 femoral heads observed. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
This scoring system was developed based on past reports, with the addition of 
specific metal transfer descriptors to encompass the varying metal transfer morphology 
observed. The percent coverage thresholds were adapted from a study performed by Kim 
et al. in 2005 on 15 Alumina and ZTA femoral heads. Whereas Kim observed the entire 
femoral head, only the upper hemisphere was observed in this work. Furthermore, a score 
of 1 was previously defined as complete absence of visible metal transfer, but expanded 
here to include up to 1% visible metal transfer [7]. This adaptation was included when no 
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femoral head was completely metal transfer free, but a third category was still required 
for characterization purposes. Additional morphology descriptors were first used by 
Elpers et al. in 2014, in a study performed on 27 ZTA femoral heads. The scoring system 
incorporated color and length of the observed markings, but is unclear if and how length 
was measured during visual observation. The scoring method was further divided into a 
scale of 1-5, analyzed among three different regions of the total bearing surface: the apex, 
the equator, and below the equator [6]. This scoring system looked at the combined apex 
and equator regions, taking specific observed morphology into account for both severity 
and surface area coverage. 
Despite differences in scoring systems, the results reported here are consistent 
with the past reports that identified metal transfer on the bearing surface of ceramic 
femoral heads. Kim et al. observed slight transfer (here moderate transfer, ≤ 6%) on 60% 
of the femoral heads observed, with severe transfer (> 6%) on the other 40%. Likewise, 
Kim et al. found no femoral heads were completely absent of metal transfer [7]. This 
work observed moderate metal transfer in a smaller proportion of the cohort (score of 2 = 
45%). Additionally, Elpers et al. observed metal transfer on 60% of the femoral heads at 
the apex and 95.6% of the femoral heads at the equator [6]. Similarly, the current study 
observed metal transfer on 75% of the femoral heads examined, over the combined 
regions of apex to equator making up the typical bearing surface.  
There are the significant limitations to a semi-quantitative visual scoring system. 
There is currently no standardization across different works, leading to wide 
discrepancies between studies. Bias was introduced into scoring due to differing levels of 
experience between observers, and different interpretations of the metal transfer 
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descriptors. Even with the expansion of the minimal category to include up to 1% 
observed metal transfer, the moderate category (score = 2) featured a much wider array of 
damage with the other two categories highlighting only the edge cases. Finally, due to the 
color and reflectiveness of the CoCr femoral heads, it was difficult to discern the 
presence of metal transfer from other damage mechanisms such as corrosion, water 
staining, or discoloration. Although the diffuse lighting technique made by Heiner et al. 
for viewing CoCr femoral heads helped define the areas of metal transfer, it is possible 
that the amount of transfer in the CoCr cohort was underestimated due to the similarity in 
color [19]. This was a similar finding with other studies examining the bearing surface of 
CoCr femoral heads [9, 12].  
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4. SPECIFIC AIM 2: Metal Transfer Quantification 
 
4.1 Problem Definition 
Current large-scale analysis of CoCr and ceramic femoral head bearing surface 
damage is limited to semi-quantitative visual scoring methods. This makes replication 
studies highly subjective, and therefore the meaning of increased wear highly variable. 
Recent studies have utilized computational methods on select subsets of CoCr femoral 
heads, to ascertain global positions of wear patterns and characterize scratch morphology. 
These studies were limited in size (n = 9 and n = 13 respectively) and disregard ceramic 
femoral heads, alternative bearings surface materials, and metal transfer [11, 14]. A tool 
must be devised to quantify metal transfer coverage on the typical bearing surface of a 
femoral head to properly characterize metal transfer at a global level. 
 
4.2 Requirements and Constraints 
The solution must fulfill the following requirements: 
1. Accurately quantify percent metal transfer surface area coverage to known 
models, and the standard set forth by the visual scoring method for both CoCr 
and ceramic femoral heads. 
2.  Provide a high degree of precision (standard deviation ≤ 1% surface area 
coverage), calculated per ASTM International Designation: E 691 –08, 
entitled Standard Practice for Conducting an Interlaboratory Study to 
Determine the Precision of a Test Method [20]. 
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3. Produce consistent results across novice and expert users, when supplied with 
identical instructions and samples. 
4. Be executed in the equal or less time than that of the visual scoring system. 
Likewise, the solution will be limited to the following constraints: 
1. Must not cause irrevocable modification or destruction to the femoral head.  
2. Must not exceed a budget of $1,000 in materials or equipment.  
 3. Must not be located outside of Drexel University’s Main Campus. 
 
4.3 Comparative analysis of alternative solutions 
 Three unique solutions were presented to solve this problem: 1. A customizable 
MATLAB algorithm, 2. White Light Interferometry, and 3. Three-dimensional scanning 
and model creation using a NextEngine 3D scanner (Table 4.1). Information pertaining to 
the possibilities and limitations for each method was gained through the knowledge and 
experience of other lab members, and the author’s supervisor. Each solution was 
evaluated for how well it met the needs presented by the requirements and constraints, to 
receive a score of 1-3 (1 = fail, 2 = passable, and 3 = satisfactory). 
A customizable MATLAB algorithm can be tailored to fit the many unique 
challenges presented by the femoral heads. A MATLAB algorithm would utilize common 
image analysis techniques such as pixel thresholding, canny edge detection, and k-nearest 
neighbor population growing, to produce percent metal transfer coverage of the typical 
bearing surface. The accuracy, precision, and consistency of the algorithm would need to 
be verified and validated against the current scoring system. The adaptability of the 
MATLAB platform allows for any aspect to be changed and improved until all 
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requirements have been met. Standardized images would need to be collected via the 
diffused lighting technique by Heiner et al. [19]. This may increase total time for 
analysis, but will ensure no damage comes to the femoral heads. MATLAB is available to 
all students through Drexel University’s secure software server, accessible through any 
personal computer.   
White Light Interferometry (WLI) uses optical profilometry to determine the 
tribological attributes and surface area (in mm2) of a scanned region of interest. Accuracy 
of the surface area calculation is dependent upon the quality of the built-in sphere 
removal function, and specific programs developed through Exponent Inc. for metal and 
ceramic materials. Scans over the entire typical bearing surface must be stitched together 
manually to achieve a global metal transfer assessment; relying on the user to align the 
edges of observed metal transfer. Two WLI instruments are available on the Drexel 
University campus, both requiring supervision with use limited to normal business hours. 
Due to the number of scans required per head to capture the total upper hemisphere and 
the amount of time to manually stitch all images, this method was deemed unfeasible for 
a cohort of this size. 
The NextEngine 3D scanner can create high-resolution three-dimensional models 
of the retrieved femoral heads, which can be analyzed using in-house models and 
algorithms to determine metal transfer surface area coverage. Outside programs such as 
MATLAB and Solid Works would be needed to analyze the 3D models, and would need 
to be verified for accuracy. The process of scanning each femoral head is lengthy 
(approximately 2-3 hours), with time rented by the hour. There is one Next Engine 3D 
Scanner available on Drexel University campus, requiring supervision and limited 
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availability. The scanner cannot measure highly reflective objects without a non-
reflective coating, which may obscure any visible metal transfer on the surface of the 
CoCr femoral heads, and could cause irrevocable damage. This method was deemed 
unfeasible as only the ceramic femoral heads would be evaluable. 
 
Table 4.1. Comparison matrix of proposed solutions, where each solution is ranked between 1 
and 3 on its ability to satisfy the requirement or meet the constraint. A score of 1 = fail, 2 = 
passing, and 3 = satisfactory.  
Requirement or 
Constraint 
Customizable 
MATLAB Algorithm 
White Light 
Interferometry 
Next Engine 3D 
Scanner 
Accuracy* 3 2 1 
Precision* 3 2 3 
Consistency* 3 2 3 
Time 2 1 2 
Damage 3 3 2 
Cost 3 3 2 
Location 3 2 2 
Total 20 15 15 
*Rated assuming verification prior to cohort analysis. 
 
 
 
After reviewing all scores and noting unacceptable shortcomings, the 
customizable MATLAB algorithm was chosen to calculate metal transfer surface area 
coverage on the typical bearing surface for each of the three cohorts.  
 
4.4 Femoral Head Image Acquisition 
Femoral heads were photo-documented using an adapted diffused lighting 
technique developed by Heiner et al. [19]. Each femoral head was first wiped with water 
and isopropyl alcohol to remove any dust accumulation. Femoral heads were positioned 
on stage with a dark blue background in an opaque white tube to reduce background 
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reflection artifacts and diffuse the external lighting from the photography lights (Figure 
4.1, A). The central lens reflection and outer tube artifact could not be removed, but the 
elevated stage minimized the latter (Figure 4.1, B). The blue background was found to 
work best for both the CoCr and ceramic femoral heads, naturally enhancing the 
appearance of metal transfer. The upper hemisphere of each femoral head was 
photographed using a Nikon D800 digital SLR camera (Nikon Inc; Melville, New York, 
USA) mounted to an overhead stand and remote-accessed from a computer. Ten 
sequential images per femoral head were captured at different equidistant focal points, 
beginning with the apex of the femoral head moving towards the equator. The images 
were digitally stacked utilizing focus-bracketing commercial software (Helicon Focus 6, 
Karkov, Ukraine) to increase the depth of field and to obtain an in-focus image of the 
entire upper hemisphere. The images were combined using the default software settings. 
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Figure 4.1. A. Image acquisition set-up for surface area quantification, depicting the mounted 
DSLR camera, opaque tube, and femoral head stage. B. An imaged femoral head depicting 
artifacts from the lens reflcetion and opaque tubing, both in the center and along the equator of 
the femoral head. Although the outer ring was reduced with the elevated stage, it could not be 
completely removed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
A B 
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4.5 Algorithm Design 
All components were quantitatively analyzed using a customized MATLAB 
(Mathworks; Natick, Massachusetts, USA) algorithm. The algorithm was applied to each 
femoral head composite image, requiring both static and dynamic user inputs (Figure 4.2, 
A; Figure 4.3, A). Each algorithm subsection has a corresponding visual output as well as 
a functional internal output.  
All composite images were standardized before metal transfer identification 
(Figure 4.2, B). Each image was cropped to a square of approximately the diameter of the 
femoral head with the apex relocated roughly at the center of the image. By removing 
unnecessary pixels, the total algorithm runtime was reduced by 30 ± 5 seconds per head, 
depending on metal transfer severity. All photographs were enhanced using a standard 
MATLAB monochromatic photograph filter, to produce a gray-scale image with elevated 
contrast (Figure 4.3, B).  
Metal transfer was identified using an edge detection filter (Canny edge detection 
2D) provided by Dr. Deshan Yang, Ph.D. of Washington University (Figure 4.2, C; 
available at: https://www.mathworks.com) [11, 19, 21]. Default settings were used in all 
cases apart from the sensitivity threshold, characterized for both CoCr and ceramic 
femoral heads. A low sensitivity threshold makes the algorithm more sensitive to possible 
metal transfer (identifying more edges), whereas a high threshold makes the algorithm 
less sensitive. Metal transfer edges were exported as a matrix the size of the image, and 
overlaid onto the gray-scale image (Figure 4.3, C).   
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Detected metal transfer edges were grown over a user-specified number of 
iterations, to synthesize the full extent of the metal transfer on the upper hemisphere 
(Figure 4.2, D). The femoral head diameter was specified through an interactive graphical 
user interface, then used to create a binary mask of the entire upper hemisphere 
(effectively removing the background). The mask was applied to the canny edge 
detection output matrix, to remove any edge artifacts outside of the femoral head border 
(the central and outer tube artifacts were left in-tact; if detected). Metal transfer edges 
were grown using a simplified k-Nearest-Neighbor growing algorithm, applied a set 
number of times (Appendix, Figure A1). External tube artifacts were removed by 
applying the same method as was used to identify the femoral head diameter, retaining 
pixels covered by metal transfer only. The internal tube artifact could not be removed 
without removing metal transfer (Figure 4.3, D).  
The final metal transfer matrix was transformed from a 2-demenisonal circle to a 
3-demensional hemisphere using a reverse azimuthal projection (Figure 4.2, E). An 
inverse hemisphere weighting matrix was created to correct miscalculation of metal 
transfer nearer the equator from a 2D image (Appendix, Figure A2). The two-
dimensional logical data matrix was then projected onto the idealized half-sphere, by 
applying the weighting matrix to only identified metal transfer (Figure 4.3, E). Both the 
weighted upper hemisphere matrix and the weighted metal transfer matrix were 
integrated, to report metal transfer surface area coverage as a percentage (Figure 4.2, F). 
The final matrix was plotted to produce a 3D hemispherical model (Figure 4.3, F). 
  
 
2
2 
 
Figure 4.2. Block diagram of the customizable MATLAB algorithm detailing required dynamic and static inputs, each sub-section of the 
algorithm, and visual and quantitative outputs. Algorithm subsections B-E each detail a series of steps to create an internal functional output 
(numbered) and a visual internal output (Figure 4.3, B-E). In some cases, the functional and visual output are the same. Subsection C. Canny Edge 
Detection, was supplied by Dr. Deshan Yang, Ph.D. of Washington University (available at: https://www.mathworks.com) [21]. 
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Figure 4.3. Procedure for analyzing metal transfer on a ceramic femoral head, illustrating the 
visual output for each algorithm subsection. A. Initial photo documentation of a ceramic femoral 
head with metal transfer, used as a dynamic input. B. Image after grayscale and contrast 
enhancement has been applied for image standardization. C. Visual output of canny edge 
detection algorithm defining the edges of metal transfer. D. Metal transfer surface coverage after 
the femoral head diameter was identified and populated using a k-Nearest Neighbor growing 
algorithm. E. Reverse azimuthal projection producing a weighted two-dimensional image of the 
total upper hemisphere featuring metal transfer. F. An equivalent 3D representation of the 
isolated metal transfer on the upper hemisphere. 
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4.6 Algorithm Verification and Validation 
 
 4.6.1 Accuracy 
 The accuracy of the algorithm’s percent surface area calculation was verified 
against a simulated metal transfer model. Using a factory-issued ZTA femoral head and a 
removable decal of a known area, a physical model was created to mimic the 
approximate size, shape, and textured appearance of severe metal transfer (score = 3). 
The simulated metal transfer model was photographed using the technique described in 
section 4.3, and verified for accuracy after two subsections: D. Metal Transfer 
Population and E. Reverse Azimuthal Projection. 
Metal transfer population was first verified by comparing a user-specified surface 
area (calculated through manual edge selection and pixel integration), to the algorithm-
calculated surface area on the same image (Figure 4.4). Sensitivity threshold and growing 
iteration parameters were characterized through sequential trials, to determine the 
combination resulting in the least percent error (Appendix, Table A1, Figure A3). A 
sensitivity threshold of 0.25 with 2 growing iterations produced the lowest acceptable 
percent error, at 5.28%. 
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Figure 4.4. The two methods used to verify metal transfer population, resulting in 5.28% error. 
A. Simulated metal transfer surface area coverage calculated by MATLAB function ‘roipoly’, to 
manually select the edges of the shape. All pixels within the outline were summed to produce the 
callout shape. B. Simulated metal transfer surface area coverage calculated through canny edge 
detection and the k-Nearest Neighbors growing algorithm, producing the callout shape. Slightly 
jagged edges can be seen in the identified shape, as well as additional identified markings from 
tube artifacts (shown in red). 
 
 
 
The reverse azimuthal projection was then verified using these parameters, by 
comparing the actual surface area of the simulated metal transfer (measured with 
calibrated calipers) to the algorithm-calculated surface area. An area of 44.4 mm2 (14.8 
mm long, 3 mm wide) was measured, equal to 2.76% of the upper hemisphere surface 
area (𝐴 = 4𝜋𝑟
2
2⁄ ; 1608.5 mm
2 for the 32 mm diameter femoral head). Likewise, a 
surface area coverage of 2.78% was calculated by the algorithm, producing a percent 
error of 0.54% and satisfying the first part of the first requirement (Figure 4.5). The 
decrease in percent error, though favorable, is most likely from the residual tube artifacts 
that could not be removed before the reverse azimuthal projection. All detected metal 
transfer, true or false, was included in the final area calculation.  
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Figure 4.5. Final verification of the algorithm comparing the actual area of the simulated metal 
transfer mark to the 3D representation created through the customized MATLAB algorithm. A. 
The simulated metal transfer model created from a removable colored decal, with an area of 44.4 
mm2 or 2.76% of the upper hemisphere. The area of the decal was not measured on the curved 
surface, but laid flat first. B. A 3D representation of the simulated metal transfer, covering 2.78% 
of the upper hemisphere with 0.54% error from the true surface area coverage. 
 
 
 
Due to the large size and unnatural shape of the simulated metal transfer in the 
model, the sensitivity threshold and number of growing iterations had to be re-
characterized to better represent the femoral heads of the cohort. Metal transfer 
population was characterized for the various materials using two control femoral heads, 
each with a known amount of metal transfer. Surface area was calculated as the total 
number of metal transfer pixels in all cases.  
For ceramic femoral heads, metal transfer was added to an image of the factory-
issued ZTA femoral head used previously; in Adobe Photoshop CS6 for Windows 
(Adobe Systems; San Jose California, USA). Three colors were obtained from an imaged 
ZTA femoral head within the C-PE cohort (score = 2), used to digitally recreate the metal 
transfer on the image of the pristine femoral head (Figure 4.6.A). The metal transfer 
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surface area was calculated through a histogram, filtering for the three specific colors 
used. Care was taken to ensure the three colors were not already present in the pristine 
femoral head image. Sequential trials were conducted until the most accurate parameter 
combination was found (Appendix, Table A2). A final percent error of 1.21% was 
calculated, using a sensitivity threshold of 0.1 with 4 growing iterations. 
A factory-issued femoral head was unable to be obtained to represent the CoCr 
femoral heads. A femoral head with well-defined metal transfer was chosen from the M-
PE cohort as a substitute (score = 2; Figure 4.6, B). Observed metal transfer was 
highlighted in the image using the magnetic selection tool (Adobe Photoshop CS6 for 
Windows) noting the total number of selected pixels with the selection measurement 
feature as the metal transfer surface area. Sequential characterization trials were again 
conducted, resulting in a sensitivity threshold of 0.12 with 4 growing iterations; A final 
percent error of 3.86% was calculated (Appendix, Table A3).   
Due to the image artifacts at the center and edges of the femoral head, the 
algorithm-calculated metal transfer surface area will always be greater than the user-
identified surface area. An underprediction of metal transfer showed that either the 
sensitivity threshold was set too high, or the number of growing iteration too low. Only 
surface areas showing a positive percent error were considered.  The reverse azimuthal 
projection was not applied during this characterization. 
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Figure 4.6. Femoral head controls used to determine sensitivity and growing iteration parameters. 
A. An unworn ZTA femoral head with simulated metal transfer produced in Adobe Photoshop 
CS6 for Windows in photoshop, based on a femoral head with moderate metal transfer in the C-
PE cohort B. A CoCr femoral head from the M-PE cohort with moderate metal transfer, for which 
the metal transfer was highlighted and integrated using the magnetic selection tool. Photo 
acquisition artifacts were not selected, including the large shadow in the bottom center of the 
femoral head and the reflected black center of the camera lens. 
 
 
 
Once characterized, the three cohorts were evaluated for metal transfer surface 
area coverage. Percent coverage across all analyzed femoral heads showed a strong 
positive correlation with the visual scores (Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test: 
Spearman’s rho = + 0.645, p < 0.001; Figure 4.7). Significant positive correlations (p < 
0.001) were found for the both the CoCr and ceramic femoral heads, (Spearman’s Rank 
Correlation Test: Spearman’s rho = + 0.634, + 0.609, respectively), satisfying the first 
requirement. 
    
 
  
2
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Figure 4.7. Metal transfer surface area coverage distribution of the 89 analyzed femoral heads, ranked by increasing percent surface area 
coverage. The different visual score categories are noted by the shaded regions. Overall, a strong positive correlation was found between percent 
surface area coverage and assigned visual score (Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test: Spearman’s Rho = + 0.645, p< 0.001). 
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 4.6.2 Precision 
 
A repeatability study was conducted in accordance to ASTM International 
Designation: E 691 – 08, entitled Standard Practice for Conducting an Interlaboratory 
Study to Determine the Precision of a Test Method [20]. The designation states that under 
specific repeatability conditions, a standard deviation of repeatability (sr) can be 
established to define the precision of a specific test method. The specific conditions 
include use of the same method consecutively over small intervals of time. The test 
method must be performed on identical test items, in the same laboratory by the same 
operator, using the same equipment each time. The standard deviation of repeatability 
was calculated from the standard deviation of metal transfer surface area (in terms of 
percent coverage) produced three consecutive times per head, over the entire population 
of analyzed femoral heads (𝑠𝑟 =  √∑ (𝑠2/𝑝)
𝑝
1  ; 𝑝 = 89). It was determined that the 
customized MATLAB algorithm allows for an average repeatability standard deviation 
(sr) of 0.404% across the analyzed cohorts, satisfying the second requirement. 
 
4.6.3 Consistency  
 All femoral heads were visually scored by an individual novice (MDK) and an 
expert user (EKF), then analyzed using the customized MATLAB algorithm. The novice 
and expert were provided identical instructions, and did not converse during either 
activity. The visual scores used in the correlations reported here were not discussed to 
consensus as presented in section 3.2, and are not used anywhere else in this work.  Both 
the visual scores and customized MATLAB algorithm showed a significant positive 
correlation (p < 0.001) between users (Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test: Spearman’s 
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rho = + 0.781, + 0.977; respectively). The similarity between users increased across all 
cohorts through algorithm implementation, satisfying the third requirement. The rank 
coefficient increased by 0.196 overall: 0.233, 0.211, and 0.157 for each the M-PE, C-PE 
and C-C cohorts.  
 
4.6.4 Time 
The total time to complete each analysis process for the all analyzed femoral 
heads was summed, reported by activity (Figure 4.8). The semi-quantitative visual 
scoring method was determined to take approximately one minute per femoral head, 
multiplied by the three independent observers for a total of 5 hours (300 minutes) spent 
observing. If necessary, femoral heads were discussed until consensus was reached taking 
approximately six minutes per head. Discussion was necessary for 60% (60/100) of the 
femoral heads scored, for a total time of 6 hours (360 minutes). The visual scoring 
method took a total 16 hours (960 minutes) to complete. 
 Time to run the customized MATLAB algorithm was calculated to include both 
image acquisition and analysis. Each image took approximately 8 minutes to capture, for 
a total of 13 hours and 20 minutes (800 minutes) for 100 femoral heads. Camera set-up 
and break-down took approximately two minutes each photo session, over seven different 
sessions for a total of 14 minutes. Time for necessary recaptures and adjustments was 
estimated at 26 minutes. Analyzing the femoral heads in MATLAB took exactly 6 hours, 
scheduled over four sessions of varying length, for a grand total of approximately 19 
hours and 34 minutes. The customized MATLAB algorithm analysis took 46% less time 
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than the semi-quantitative visual scoring method, but did not satisfy the fourth 
requirement due to the lengthy image acquisition process.  
 
Figure 4.8. Time comparison broken down by activity for the conventional visual scoring method 
and the customized MATLAB algorithm. Although the algorithm portion is less time consuming 
as the visual scoring method, the image acquisition process took a significant amount of time. 
This caused the algorithm to fail the fourth requirement. 
 
 
 
4.6.5. Design Discussion 
 The customized MATLAB algorithm met three of the four requirements, and all 
three of the constraints. The algorithm showed a high level of accuracy once specific 
parameters were correctly specified for femoral head material. The accuracy could be 
further improved with a more realistic metal transfer model, and additional unworn CoCr 
and Alumina femoral heads to better represent the M-PE and C-C cohorts. The algorithm 
was also found to have a high degree of precision, and to increase consistency from the 
semi-quantitative visual scoring method. The image acquisition process can be improved 
through a permanent camera station (to reduce set-up, break-down, and equipment 
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adjustment time), as well as the use of a different focus-bracketing software that operates 
more quickly. Furthermore, grouping the femoral heads by head size would greatly 
reduce the time to take each image, as the focal points at the apex and equator would not 
need to be re-established for each photograph. 
The algorithm was limited in that it could not discern between types of surface 
damage detected within an image. For all femoral heads, the central tube artifact could 
not be removed and may have contributed to a slight overprediction of metal transfer 
within the upper hemisphere. This was more apparent in the M-PE cohort, due to details 
of the camera lens being reflected off the mirror-like finish of the CoCr femoral heads. 
Bearing surface damage that was not metal transfer such as staining, grain wear (ceramic 
only), and corrosion (CoCr only), was identified by the algorithm as metal transfer; 
further contributing to overpredictions in some cases. This could be mitigated in the 
future with pattern recognition implementation of known metal transfer morphologies 
[12].  
 
4.7 Results 
Metal transfer surface area coverage was significantly different among the 3 
cohorts for the 89 femoral heads analyzed (Appendix, Figure A4), with an overall median 
coverage of 1.22% of the upper hemisphere (IQR: 2.59%; Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 
0.029). The median metal transfer surface area coverage was 0.89% (IQR: 2.11%) for the 
M-PE cohort, 1.35% (IQR: 2.66%) for the C-PE cohort, and 2.04% (IQR: 4.36%) for the 
C-C cohort. Across cohorts, femoral heads with a visual score of 1 showed a median 
metal transfer surface area coverage of 0.51% (IQR 0.60%). Femoral heads with a score 
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of 2 showed a median of 1.19% (IQR 1.78%), and a score of 3 showed a median of 3.5% 
(IQR 4.31%).  The C-C cohort was found to have significantly more coverage than the 
M-PE cohort (1.15% difference, Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.027; Figure 4.9).  There was 
no difference in metal transfer surface area coverage between ZTA and alumina femoral 
heads in the C-PE cohort (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.224), or between conventional and 
HXLPE bearing surfaces for the M-PE and C-PE cohorts (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 
0.346, p = 0.341; respectively).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 The distribution of metal transfer surface area coverage was significantly different 
between the M-PE and C-C cohorts by 1.15% (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.027). Extreme outliers 
can be observed in the M-PE and C-PE cohorts, but they did not affect the statistical significance. 
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Extreme outliers were found in both the M-PE and C-PE cohorts, reporting 
surface area coverages of 15.05 and 33.45%, respectively (Figure 4.10). The inflated 
percentages were from alternative damage mechanisms, specifically corrosion and grain 
wear [12, 22]. When removed, the metal transfer surface area coverage was more 
significantly different among the three cohorts (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.029, to p = 
0.018). The median metal transfer surface area decreased to 1.19% overall, with 0.88% 
median coverage in the M-PE cohort (new maximum 8.95%), and 1.31% median 
coverage in the C-PE cohort (new maximum 7.93%). 
 
 
Figure 4.10. Extreme outliers for metal transfer surface area coverage found in the M-PE and C-
PE cohorts. A. The extreme M-PE cohort outlier, showing 15.05% metal transfer surface area 
coverage (M-PE median = 1.35%). Two distinct outlines of cell bodies can be seen on the typical 
bearing surface, a result of ICIC corrosion and possible metal transfer particle detachment. The 
central imaged lens reflection and tube artifact line in the lower center of the femoral head may 
have also contributed the elevated percent surface area coverage. B. The extreme outlier in the C-
PE cohort, measuring 33.45% surface area coverage (C-PE median = 2.04%). From left to right, 
the femoral head depicts a mostly unworn surface, severe metal transfer, and metal transfer on top 
of severe grain wear damage, causing the dull gray appearance.
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4.8 Discussion 
The C-C cohort showed significantly more metal transfer surface area coverage 
than the M-PE cohort, possibly because of the differing material characteristics between 
the two femoral head groups. Femoral heads of the M-PE cohort may have shown less 
metal transfer surface coverage due to corrosion, causing the metal transfer to detach.  
This form of pocket corrosion has been observed on the surface of CoCr femoral heads 
by Heiner et al. [12]. However, some forms of corrosion, such as ICIC corrosion, can 
lead to increased surface damage misrepresented as metal transfer, leaving behind 
corrosion tracks and the presence of cell bodies [23]. This was the case with the extreme 
outlier in the M-PE cohort. Femoral heads of the C-C cohort may have shown more metal 
transfer surface area coverage due to the superior biocompatibility and hardness of 
ceramics. Rather than inciting corrosion, soft metal transfer particles may have been 
ground down and dispersed over the bearing surface by the normal gait cycle [3]. 
Additional studies are needed to confirm metal transfer mechanisms, accounting for 
differing femoral head materials and bearing couple combinations. 
The surface area percentages reported here are similar to the work of Kim et al., 
where they observed areas identified as metallic-like “smearing” covering 1 to 10% of 
the total head surface in a study of 15 retrieved ceramic femoral heads. For femoral heads 
showing severe metal transfer, the algorithm identified a median surface area of 3.5%; 
less than the range of 6-10% reported by Kim et al. The simulated metal transfer model 
further showed that a mark mimicking a score of 3 on the bearing surface still only 
covered 2.76% of the upper hemisphere. One possible explanation for the smaller 
percentages reported here is that only the upper hemisphere was considered, whereas 
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Kim et al. observed the total bearing surface [7]. It could also suggest that that visual 
scoring may over predict the presence of metal transfer, making this tool even more 
necessary to provide accurate information when replicating metal transfer.  
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5. SPECIFIC AIM 3: Characterizing Metal Transfer Morphology 
 
5.1 Metal Transfer Morphology in the Literature 
Little is known about the morphology of metal transfer on ceramic or CoCr 
femoral heads, nor the extent of influence from different bearing couple combinations. A 
recent set of case studies with six analyzed components described observed patterns on 
the bearing surface of CoCr femoral heads of revised total hip replacements. These 
patterns were classified into three categories: macro-scratches, scrapes, and transfer 
deposits; though none of the patterns noted were specific to metal transfer [12]. Other 
metal transfer studies have relied on surface roughness and surface skewness (Ra and Rsk) 
to measure the extent of metal transfer on femoral heads [7, 9, 13]. These parameters 
incorporate both deposited and removed material, failing to single out metal transfer from 
other forms of bearing surface damage. Morphologies studies of femoral heads are also 
limited to specified regions of interest, often producing biased and incomplete results. To 
accurately recreate metal transfer on the bearing surface, local morphology needs to be 
fully characterized for both form and dimension. 
 
5.2 Pattern Classification 
The upper hemispheres of femoral heads with evidence of metal transfer (score ≥ 
2) were inspected through visual examination and digital microscopy by the same three 
observers from section 3.2 (Keyence; Itasca, Illinois, USA). Commonly observed patterns 
of metal transfer were noted individually, then discussed to establish seven specific 
pattern categories: Solid Patch, Directional Scratches, Longitudinal Stripe, Random 
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Stripe, Random Patches, Patterned Coverage, and Miscellaneous. Each pattern category 
was collectively defined by the three users, to serve as classification guidelines (Table 
5.1). Femoral heads were sorted into the various categories based on the most prominent 
metal transfer feature observed on the upper hemisphere. Secondary and tertiary pattern 
classification was performed for femoral heads presenting two or more metal transfer 
patterns. Discrepancies in pattern classification were discussed amongst the observers 
until a unanimous consensus was obtained. 
 
 
    
 
  
4
0 
Table 5.1. Summarized pattern categories of observed metal transfer on the upper hemisphere of the analyzed femoral heads. Patterns are 
presented by type, description, and an exemplar photograph for each cohort (images taken with a digital microscope (Keyence; Itasca, Illinois, 
USA)).  
 
 
 
 
4
1 
Table 5.1 (continued). Summarized pattern categories of observed metal transfer on the upper hemisphere of the analyzed femoral heads. Patterns 
are presented by type, description, and an exemplar photograph for each cohort (images taken with a digital microscope (Keyence; Itasca, Illinois, 
USA)). 
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5.3 Morphology Analysis 
Metal transfer dimensions for the three most frequently observed patterns were 
measured. The most prominent mark (i.e., largest metal transfer surface area, darkest, 
most consistent in color) was measured for total length and width using calibrated 
calipers with accuracy of 0.01 mm, by the same three observers. Length was considered 
as the main exhibited direction of the metal transfer, with each mark measured only to the 
upper hemisphere boundary at the femoral head equator. Arc length was calculated from 
each measured chord length, then average per head (𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑑 ∗  sin−1(𝑐 𝑑⁄ ); 𝑐 =
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑑 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)). Metal transfer height 
was measured using white light interferometry (WLI) (Newview 5000, Zygo; 
Middlefield, Connecticut, USA). A total of four WLI measurements were taken across 
the width of the most prominent per femoral head. Using commercial three-dimensional 
surface analysis software (TalyMap Platinum, Taylor Hobson, Leister, United Kingdom), 
the spherical form was removed from each surface scan and converted into a series of 
two-dimensional height profiles encompassing all five measurements. The maximum 
metal transfer peak height for each femoral head was calculated as the mean peak areal 
height (SRpm): the single maximum mean-to-peak height per each measurement location 
averaged over all scanned regions (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Optical microscopy surface scan converted into a series of profiles with profile 
envelopes for the maximum and mean values. Distance between the mean line and the highest 
peak was measured per scan and averaged per head (SRpm). 
 
 
 
5.4 Results 
Seven metal transfer patterns were observed on the 75 analyzed femoral heads 
across all three cohorts, occurring in different proportions (Pearson’s Test: p = 0.02; 
Figure 5.2). Whereas femoral heads in the M-PE and C-C cohorts exhibited a preference 
for one pattern (random stripe (n = 13/32) and longitudinal stripe (n = 8/14), 
respectively), the C-PE cohort was more evenly distributed over three pattern categories: 
Solid Stripe, Random Patches, and Directional Scratches (n = 7, n = 7, n = 6; 
respectively). For 72% (n = 54/75) of the femoral heads, only one metal transfer pattern 
was observed on the upper hemisphere. A secondary metal transfer pattern (lighter in 
color, less surface area coverage, more sporadic in appearance) was observed for 28% (n 
= 21/75) of the femoral heads: 12% (n = 9/75) of the M-PE cohort; 9% (n = 7/75) of the 
C-PE cohort; and 7% (n = 5/75) of the C-C cohort. The most common secondary pattern 
observed was full coverage (n = 6/21), accompanying a primary pattern of longitudinal 
stripe (n = 5/21). 
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of identified metal transfer patterns across the three cohorts, occuring in 
different proportions (Pearson’s Test: p = 0.02). The three most prominent patterns across all 
three cohorts were Longitudinal Stripe, Random Patches, and Random Stripe. Directional Scratch 
was also prominent in the C-PE cohort, where as no femoral heads in the C-PE cohort exhibited a 
Solid Patch and no femoral heads in the C-C cohort exibited metal transfer in the Miscellaneous 
category. 
 
 
 
For femoral heads with evidence of metal transfer, the three most common 
primary patterns observed were: Random Stripe (n = 21/75), Longitudinal Stripe (n = 
17/75), and Random Patches (n = 13/75), encompassing the majority of the analyzed 
femoral heads (n = 51/75; Figure 5.3).  
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Figure 5.3. Digital photographs of the three most common patterns A. Random Stripe (n = 
21/75). B. Longitudinal Stripe (n = 17/75). C. Random Patches (n = 13/75). The Longitudinal 
Stripe and Random Stripe also feature the most common secondary pattern: patterned coverage 
over the entire upper hemisphere. 
 
 
 
 Differences in morphology were observed across two of the three most prevalent 
primary patterns (Appendix, Table A5). Specifically, the arc length of the random stripe 
pattern was shorter for the M-PE cohort than the C-PE cohort (mean difference = 7.2 
mm, Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.012), and the height of the longitudinal stripe pattern was 
significantly taller for the M-PE cohort than the C-C cohort (mean difference = 0.8um, 
Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.025; Figure 5.4).  No significant differences in arc length, arc 
width, or metal transfer height were detected for the random patch pattern across cohorts 
(Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.153, p = 0.262 and p = 0.210 for the arc length, arc width, 
and transfer height; respectively).  
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Figure 5.4. Metal transfer height was found to be significantly different between the M-PE and 
C-C cohort for the longitudinal stripe pattern category (mean difference 0.8 um, Kruskal Wallis 
Test:  p = 0.025). 
 
 
 
5.5 Discussion 
Of the seven distinct patterns identified within the three cohorts, random stripes 
and random patches were the most common for both the M-PE and C-PE cohorts. These 
are hypothesized to be from 3rd body debris trapped in the articulating space, such as 
particles of porous coatings on acetabular shells, or material removed from impingement 
of the shell and neck [13]. These markings are also consistent with those noted in other 
reports, although in most reports there is no form of pattern classification system 
presented except for the set of six case studies discussed previously [6, 12].  
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Miscellaneous and unusual metal transfer patterns that did not fall into the seven 
pattern groups were noted on two ceramic and four CoCr femoral heads of the 75 
analyzed. Both of the ceramic femoral heads had extreme metal transfer. One showed 
tooling marks originating at the taper and extending towards the apex of the femoral 
head, indicative of iatrogenic damage. The other ceramic femoral head had extensive 
metal transfer occurring both on the unworn portion (appearing shiny) and significantly 
worn portion (appearing dull and rough to the touch) of the bearing surface [22]. This 
head had completely worn through the polyethylene liner, and had been articulating 
solely against the Ti alloy acetabular shell, resulting in gross amounts of Ti transfer to the 
bearing surface. Two of the four miscellaneous CoCr femoral heads showed varying 
degrees of brown coloring with a cloudy surface finish. Although the cause of this is 
unclear, the pattern was similar to the circumferential discoloration pattern observed by 
Heiner et al. from Ti corrosion, albeit to a lesser degree. The other two showed highly 
roughened areas similar to the visual characteristics noted by Heiner at al. as pitting 
underneath metal transfer deposits, possibly causing the original deposits to detach from 
the bearing surface [12].  
Previous studies suggest that the most common cause of metal transfer is 
impingement and dislocation, exhibiting broad regions of micro and macro scraping and 
longitudinal directionality (here represented by the longitudinal stripe pattern) [11, 12]. In 
the current study, 23% (n = 17/75) of the patterns identified had longitudinal stripes. 
Most of the previous work investigating metal transfer was performed on selected cohorts 
from patients who were unstable or had multiple dislocations [7, 13, 14]. Therefore, the 
differences may be a result of selection bias. In this study the longitudinal stripe pattern 
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was less common for the M-PE cohort (13%, n = 4/32) than the C-PE and C-C cohorts 
(26%, n = 9/35; 44%, n = 4/9; respectively). In previous literature, longitudinal stripes on 
ceramic bearings have been attributed to direct contact between the raised Ti acetabular 
shell rim and the femoral head during dislocation or the closed reduction process [10, 12]. 
However, only 4 out of 13 ceramic femoral heads with a longitudinal stripe pattern of 
transfer had a ceramic liner with a raised Ti edge. The longitudinal stripe height was 
greater for the M-PE cohort compared to the C-C cohort. This height difference could be 
attributed to the hardness of modern-day ceramic femoral heads, resulting in the softer 
transferred metal to be worn down by the normal gait cycle more easily than on CoCr 
femoral heads [3, 10]. Nevertheless, the mean height differences observed between the 
M-PE and the C-C cohorts was less than one micron, with height data available for only 
four femoral heads in the M-PE cohort. Therefore, the clinical impact of these observed 
differences remains unclear. 
Kim et al. found in a retrieval study that femoral heads with severe “smearing” 
showed increased surface roughness (Ra), leading to significantly higher polyethylene 
wear rates compared to femoral heads with slight “smearing” on conventional 
polyethylene [7].  Because the roughness parameter averages topography over both above 
and below the bearing surface centerline (representing the unworn femoral head), it 
cannot be said if the cause of the roughness was solely from deposited material to the 
bearing surface. In addition, a hip simulator study of Zirconia and CoCr femoral heads on 
conventional polyethylene disks by Eberhardt et al. reported higher levels of polyethylene 
wear for both materials containing induced transfer, when compared to pristine femoral 
heads [13]. However, the femoral heads with induced transfer showed a post-simulation 
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positive skewness (Rsk,) more than twice that of the femoral head retrievals in their study. 
On the bearing surface of a femoral head, a positive skewness suggests material build-up 
whereas a negative skewness suggests material loss. The high positive values reported 
suggests that the induced metal transfer height for simulation did not replicate the 
induced metal transfer height in vivo. Using SRpm was therefore an advantage over 
commonly used roughness parameters (Ra, Rsk,) that average both material loss (depth) 
and material gain (height) from the bearing surface center line [7, 10, 13]. SRpm provided 
the height of just the metal transfer above the bearing surface center line, achieving more 
accurate height dimensions. Proper height characterization can be used in future retrieval 
studies to characterize the sole impact of metal transfer of polyethylene wear, for more 
accurate generation of metal transfer morphology in future in vitro and simulator studies. 
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6. CONCLUSION, IMPACT, and FUTURE WORK 
 
Metal transfer has been observed on retrieved femoral heads in total hip 
replacements. In vitro studies have observed increased wear of the polyethylene 
acetabular liner with the presence of metal transfer [13]. Although this has been observed 
in retrieved components, little is known about the effect (if any) of the bearing surface 
material on the morphology of the metal transfer. This study investigated whether 
observed metal transfer was more prominent on one bearing couple over another, and if 
metal transfer on these surfaces had a common morphology. Severity scoring, although 
useful to organize samples, did not provide enough information to characterize metal 
transfer presence. Metal transfer identified via the customized MATLAB algorithm 
appeared on 75% of the femoral heads by visual score, with 48% showing greater than 
1% metal transfer surface coverage. For femoral heads with evidence of metal transfer, 
percent surface area coverage was significantly greater for the C-C cohort compared to 
the M-PE cohort (Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.027). This notable difference in percent 
surface area coverage can be attributed to the material differences between ceramic and 
CoCr femoral heads. Differences between specific ceramic femoral head materials 
(Alumina v. ZTA) and polyethylene bearing couples (UHMWPE v. HXLPE) had no 
effect on surface area coverage.  Observed metal transfer occurred in different patterns, 
each with a unique morphology. Metal transfer was greater in height for the longitudinal 
stripe pattern but shorter in length for the random stripe pattern on CoCr femoral heads 
compared to ceramic femoral heads, (C-C for longitudinal stripe, mean difference = 
0.8um, Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.025; C-PE for random stripe, mean difference = 7.2 
mm, Kruskal Wallis Test: p = 0.012). The differences in metal transfer dimensions may 
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have been influenced by in vivo damage mechanisms and bearing couple material 
characteristics.  
There were limitations to this study. We only measured metal transfer on the 
upper hemisphere. Although we did observe metal transfer outside of this area, these 
marks were excluded from our analysis in order to only capture transfer that would likely 
have an impact on the bearing surface of the acetabular liner during normal use. This 
study only addressed revised hip replacements, and thus the findings may not be 
reflective of functioning implants in vivo. We did not consider if femoral heads 
articulated in extreme positions, such as acetabular cups with a highly vertical placement, 
which could lead to a very different articulating zone.  
The role of metal transfer on ceramic and CoCr femoral heads in increased 
polyethylene wear is still not fully understood. However, this work provides insight to 
possible confounding material factors and metal transfer damage mechanisms to the 
bearing surface. 1, 5. This work has received 4 citations per google scholar since its 
original publication in July 2016 via Biomed Research International Online Journal 
(Hindwai Publishing, Impact Factor 2.476). Future work on this topic may include 
expanded retrieval studies analyzing the acetabular bearing surface to better determine 
the effect of metal transfer on HXLPE and ceramic alternative bearing couple [6, 7, 13, 
14, 18]. In addition, future in vitro pin-on-disk studies, joint simulation studies, and 
predictive polyethylene wear models will be conducted with improved metal transfer 
recreation to more accurately represent what is observed in vivo. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A. Supplementary Tables and Figures 
 
Figure A1. A. Representation of the simplified K- Neasest Neighbor growing algorithm used to 
expand metal transfer identified through canny edge detection.  Moving across columns and down 
rows in the isolated logical metal transfer matrix, each pixel not marked as metal transfer (0, 
black) was assessed by the surrounding eight pixels. A threshold of greater than 4 surround pixels 
marking metal transfer (1, white) determined the true/false state of the central pixel. The matrix 
continuously updated to grow the number of pixels flagged as metal transfer, based upon a set 
number of iterations. B. The metal transfer edges detected from canny edge detection, converted 
into a binary logical matrix. C. The same matrix after the k-Nearest Neighbor growing algorithm 
has been applied four times, with the metal transfer marking filled in with additional pixels. Note: 
the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm was applied without discretion, growing the inner and outer 
tube artifacts if pixels were detected. The outer artifact is removed in the next step of the 
algorithm, but the inner artifact was unable to be removed without affecting the metal transfer 
detected. 
A 
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𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐻𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 = −√|𝑅2 − (√(𝑖 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑗 − 𝑦)2)
2
| + 𝑅 + 1  
Figure A2. An half sphere model was created using Equation 1, onto which the final metal 
transfer matrix would be projected in a reverse azimuthal projection. The center of the matrix 
(x,y; 0,0), served as both the hemisphere apex and starting point to create the weighted projection 
matrix. Moving outward from the center in all directions, the surface area of each pixel ring was 
determined according to its relative position from the center (i,j) Weighting was assigned to each 
pixel by finding the fraction of surface area coverage, compared to the total surface area 
determined by the outer radius (R2, calculated from the identified femoral head diameter). The 
absolute value was taken to keep weighting consistenent in all directions, forming a hemisphere 
mesh. The edge weighting was defined by the outer radius. A value of 1 was added to all pixels, 
so that the center pixel would retain a 1:1 value. The model was multiplied by negative one to 
correct for greater distortion near the edges. The “crown points” of the model were trimmed once 
metal transfer was projected, by setting all points outside the outer radius to zero. 
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Table A1. Initial parameter characterization was performed for metal transfer population in the 
simulated metal transfer model. Parameters producing the least percent error compared to the 
‘roipoly’ method were used to verified the reverse azimuthal projection. The pixel threshold in 
the nearest neighbor growing algorithm was changed from > 4 to > 3 surrounding pixels for this 
test only, to properly populate a shape of such large size and limited detail. Version 1.6 (green) 
had the lowest percent error at 5.28% with a sensitivity threshold of 0.25 and 2 growing 
iterations; without visual discrepancy.  
Version Transfer Total (pixels) Iterations Sensitivity % error 
‘roipoly’ 90538 n/a n/a 0.00 
0 70716 10 0.1 -21.8936 
0.1 72206 20 0.1 -20.2479 
0.2 74080 10 0.09 -18.178 
0.3 77375 20 0.09 -14.5386 
0.4 78486 30 0.09 -13.3115 
Voting Threshold Changed to 4 
1.1 121628 10 0.1 36.55655 
1.11 101034 10 0.2 13.23502 
1.12 94712 10 0.3 6.336412 
1.2 99911 8 0.2 11.50792 
1.3 98427 6 0.2 9.53293 
1.31 96724 6 0.25 8.26737 
1.4 97002 4 0.2 7.949349 
1.41 95310 4 0.25 6.683789 
1.5 94713 3 0.25 5.706894 
1.51 91740 3 0.27 2.68651 
1.52 92023 3 0.26 3.135001 
1.6 93934 2 0.25 5.276342 
1.7 93209 1 0.25 3.85748 
 
 
 
 
Figure A3. Notable visual discrepancies were seen when either the sensitivity was set too low 
(Table A.1: v 1.51, 1.52; higher numerical value = les detail), or with too few growing iterations 
(Table A1: v 1.7). Although the percent error was smaller than 5%, the area in the desired shape 
is not filled in completely. Unwanted pixels can be seen around the designated shape, inflating 
the calculated area.  
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Table A2. Parameter characterization for the ceramic control femoral head. The number of 
growing iterations was first characterized at the recommended sensitivity threshold of 0.1., 
followed by smaller sensitivity adjustments. The final parameter combination with a sensitivity 
threshold of 0.1 with 4 growing iterations, shown in green, produced the smallest positive percent 
error. Negative percent error values (shown in red) were discarded to a known underprediction of 
metal transfer. 
Version Transfer Total (pixels) Iterations Sensitivity % error 
Ceramic Control 21064 n/a n/a 0.00 
1.1 23158 10 0.1 9.941132 
1.2 23046 12 0.1 9.409419 
1.3 23188 15 0.1 10.08355 
1.4 21826 5 0.1 3.617547 
1.5 21318 4 0.1 1.205849 
1.51 20469 4 0.11 -2.82472 
1.52 19896 4 0.12 -5.54501 
1.53 22089 4 0.09 4.866122 
1.54 22632 4 0.08 7.44398 
1.6 20673 3 0.1 -1.85625 
 
 
 
Table A3. Parameter testing for the CoCr pseudo control femoral head. The number of growing 
iterations was kept constant at 4, as it had been previously determined to introduce the least 
amount of error at the recommended sensitivity threshold. The Sensitivity threshold was 
characterized to the smallest positive percent error (shown in green), at a sensitivity threshold of 
0.12 with 4 growing iterations. 
Version Transfer Total Iterations Sensitivity % error 
CoCr Control 27423 n/a 
 
0.00 
1.1 38148 4 0.1 39.10951 
1.11 15850 4 0.2 -42.2018 
1.12 21097 4 0.15 -23.0682 
1.13 27384 4 0.13 -0.14222 
1.14 26801 4 0.125 -2.26817 
1.15 28482 4 0.12 3.861722 
1.16 30315 4 0.115 10.54589 
1.17 34365 4 0.11 25.31452 
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Figure A4. Eleven heads (5 M-PE, 5 C-PE, 1 C-C) could not be analyzed using the customized 
MATLAB algorithm due to corrupted photo files from JPEG compression artifacts A. An original 
image of an Alumina femoral head from the C-PE cohort (score = 2). B. The femoral head after 
canny edge detection, detecting false edges caused by JPEG compression. 
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Table A4. Dimensions of the most prominent mark for the three most prevalent primary transfer patterns. Sample size was determined by the 
number of femoral heads per cohort exhibiting each pattern (Longitudinal stripe, random stripe, random patches; respectively). Data is reported as 
the mean ± standard deviation.  
 
M-PE C-PE C-C 
 
Length 
(mm) 
Width 
(mm) 
Height 
(µm)* 
Length 
(mm) 
Width 
(mm) 
Height 
(µm) 
Length 
(mm) 
Width 
(mm) 
Height 
(µm)* 
Longitudinal 
Stripe 
12.3 (11.7) 1.9 (1.3) 1.2* 9.1 (10.3) 1.5 (0.9) 0.5 (0.2) 16.2 (5.0) 2.2 (1.7) 0.4 (0.6) 
Random 
Stripe 
7.3 (5.0) 0.7 (0.5) 1.8 (1.9) 14.5 (2.9) 1.2 (1.9) 1.0 (1.1) 5.9** 1.2** 2.3* 
Random 
Patches 
2.6 (2.1) 1.2 (1.0) 1.9* 3.6 (3.8) 1.2 (2.9) 0.7 (0.9) 6.2** 3.1** 0.9* 
* Height only available for 10 C-C and 13 M-PE femoral heads, with insufficient data to present an interquartile range in some cases.  
** Length and width only available for 1 Random Stripe and 2 Random Patches pattern categories of C-C femoral heads, with 
insufficient data to present an interquartile range in some cases due to the small cohort size. 
  
 
 
 
   
 
